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Many English students complain that they understand English, but do not feel confident enough to join the conversation. There are a number of reasons for this, which we include here along with possible solutions: students try to translate from their native language into English. How to fix it? Identify Little Man/Woman in Your Head – If you pay attention,
you'll notice that you've created a bit of people in your translated head. By insisting always translate through these little men or women, you introduce a third person into a conversation. Learn to identify this person and ask them well to be quiet! Blocking production occurs due to anxiety, lack of confidence, etc. How to fix it? Becoming a Kid Again — Think
back when you're a kid learning your first language. Did you make a mistake? Do you understand everything? Allow yourself to be a child again and make as many mistakes as possible. Also accept the fact that you won't understand everything, it's okay! Speakers are looking for specific words, rather than using simple language to describe what it means.
How to fix it? Don't Always Tell The Truth - Students sometimes limit themselves by trying to find the exact translation of something they've done. However, if you learn English, there is no need to always tell the truth. If you practice telling stories in the past, create a story. You'll find you can talk easier if you're not trying to find specific words. There is not
enough conversation opportunities in or out of class. How to fix it? Use Your Native Language — Think about what you like to discuss in your own native language. Find friends who speak your language, have a conversation about a topic you both enjoy in your own language. Next, try reproducing the conversation in English. Don't worry if you can't say
everything, just try to repeat the main idea of your conversation. Students are unable to speak to peers (for example: mixed classes of adults and teenagers). How to fix it? Making Speaking Into The Game – Challenge each other to speak English for a short period of time. Keep your goals simple. Maybe you can start with a short two-minute conversation in
English. As practice becomes more natural, challenge each other for a longer period of time. Another possibility is to raise money for each time you use your own language with friends. Use money to go out for drinking and practice a few more languages The preparation of exams focuses on grammar, vocabulary, etc. and leaves little time for active use.
How to fix it? Create a Study Group – If preparing for a test is your ultimate goal of learning English, gathering a study group to study and prepare – in English! Make sure your group only discusses in English. Reviewing and reviewing in English, although it is only grammar, will help you become more comfortable in speaking English. Here are some
resources, teaching plans, suggestions pages, and more will help you and your students improve your English speaking skills in and out of class. The first rule of improving speaking skills is to speak, chat, talk, gab, etc. as much as you can! However, this strategy can help you — or your students — make the most of your efforts. American English Usage
Tips - Understanding how Americans use English and what they expect to listen can help improve conversations between native and non-native speakers. The next two features help you understand how word pressure plays a role in both understanding and understandable: Intonation and Stress: Key to UnderstandingWord Pressure - Changes in The
Meaning of Register usage refers to the tone of voice and word you choose when talking to others. The use of a suitable register can help you develop a good relationship with other speakers. The use of Usage Registration In English Teaching Conversation Skills will help teachers understand the specific challenges involved when teaching speaking skills in
class. Ensuring your conversations start well often depends on the use of social English (standard phrases). This example of social English provides short dialogue and the main phase required. IntroductionGreetingsSpecial DaysSpeaking for StrangersTraveling Phrase Dialog is useful in learning the standard phrases and vocabulary used in general
situations. This situation is among the most common you will find when practicing your English. A DayWeekend SportsAt a Restaurant Here are some dialogue based on levels: DialogIntermediate Beginner Dialogue Here are some lesson plans that have proved quite popular in ESL/EFL classrooms around the world. We'll start with the debate. Debates can
be used in class to help motivate students and use phrases and vocabulary that they cannot use on a daily basis. Here are some to start with: Men and Women - Same in The End? Multinationals — Help or Hindrance? Games are also quite popular in class, and encouraging games to express their point of view are some of the best: Creating a NewGuilty
Society! This Page's Lego Block will take you to all of the conversation shows located on the site: Source Of Conversation Lesson Plan Here is a seemingly simple question: Should english policies just be included in the English learning classroom? Your gut answer is probably yes, English alone is the only way students will learn English! However, there
may be some exceptions to this rule. To get started, let's take a look at some of the arguments made English-only policy in the classroom: Students will learn to speak English by speaking English.Allow students to speak other languages distracting them from English learning tasks only students who do not speak English alone also do not think english.
Speaking only in English helps students start speaking English internally. The only way to be fluent in language is to be immersed in languages. The only English policy in class requires them to compare learning in English.Students speak other languages to harass other English students. English alone is part of effective classroom management that fosters
learning and respect. These are all legitimate arguments for English only policy in ESL/EFL classrooms. However, there are certainly arguments that need to be made to allow students to communicate in other languages, especially if they are beginners. Here are some of the better things that are made to support allowing other languages to be used
constructively in the classroom: Preparing or allowing explanations of grammar concepts in L1 students (first language) speeding up the learning process. Communicating in other languages during classes allows students to fill in gaps, especially if classes are large. Allowing some communication in student L1 creates a more relaxed atmosphere conducive to
learning. Translating tough vocabulary items is easier and less time-consuming when other languages are allowed. Committed to english-only policies in class may seem as if english teachers have, sometimes, been turned into traffic police. Students are limited in complex concepts of learning through the lack of English vocabulary related to English
grammar. These points are also equally legitimate grounds for possibly allowing some communication in student L1. Actually, it's a thorn issue! Even those who subscribe to English policies only accept some exceptions. Pragmaticly, there are several examples where some words of explanation in other languages can do a good world. If, after numerous
attempts to explain the concept in English, students still do not understand certain concepts, it helps provide a brief explanation in L1 students. Here are some suggestions about this short disorder to explain. If you can talk L1 students, explain the concept. Mistakes made in student L1 can actually help build relationships. If you can't speak L1 students, ask
students who clearly understand the concept. Be sure to change the student who explains not to create a teacher's pet. If you can understand student L1, ask the student to explain the concept to you in their own language. This helps check their understanding and shows students that you are also a language learner. If you teach in situations that require
students to take comprehensive tests in English, make sure students understand the instructions accurately. Unfortunately, students often do bad tests because of their lack of understanding of the assessment instructions rather than linguistic abilities. In this case, it is a good idea to go towards L1 students. Here are the suggestions about what activities you
can use to ensure students understand. Having students translate instructions into their L1. Group students together and have them discuss differences in translation and understanding. Copy the instructions to a separate strip of paper and distribute to classes. Each student is responsible for translating a strip. Strip. students read the English path first and
then translation. Discuss as a class or in a group whether the translation is correct or incorrect. Give examples of questions for instructions. First, read the instructions in English, then read them in L1 students. Have students complete practice questions to check their understanding. Allowing more advanced students to help other students in their own
language really move the classes together. It is simply a pragmatic question in this case. Sometimes it is more valuable for classes to rest for five minutes from English only than to spend fifteen minutes repeating the concept that students can't understand. Some student English language skills may not allow them to understand complex structural, grammar
or vocabulary issues. In a perfect world, teachers can explain any grammar concept clearly that every student can understand. However, especially in the case of beginners, students really need help from their own language. It's unlikely that any teacher really enjoys disciplining classes. When a teacher pays attention to other students, it is almost impossible
to make sure that others do not speak in languages other than English. Admittedly, students who speak other languages can harass others. It is important for a teacher to step in and discourage conversations in other languages. However, interfering with a good conversation in English to tell others to speak English can only interfere with a good stream
during lessons. Perhaps the best policy is English only—but with some caveats. Strictly speaking, no student who speaks another language word is a daunting task. Creating an English-only atmosphere in the classroom should be an important goal, but not the end of a friendly English learning environment. Environment.
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